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Abstract
Automated Machine Learning encompasses a set of meta-algorithms intended
to design and apply machine learning techniques (e.g., model selection, hyper-
parameter tuning, model assessment, etc.). TPOT, a software for optimizing
machine learning pipelines based on genetic programming (GP), is a novel exam-
ple of this kind of applications. Recently we have proposed a way to introduce
imputation methods as part of TPOT. While our approach was able to deal with
problems with missing data, it can produce a high number of unfeasible pipelines.
In this paper we propose a strongly-typed-GP based approach that enforces
constraint satisfaction by GP solutions. The enhancement we introduce is based
on the redefinition of the operators and implicit enforcement of constraints in
the generation of the GP trees. We evaluate the method to introduce imputation
methods as part of TPOT. We show that the method can notably increase the
efficiency of the GP search for optimal pipelines.
keywords: genetic programming, missing data, imputation methods, supervised
classification, automatic machine learning
1 Introduction
Tree-based Pipeline Optimization Tool (TPOT) is a software that allows its user to find combina-
tions of machine learning (ML) algorithms to build a model out of raw data. These combinations of
processes, named pipelines in this context, are evolved using genetic techniques, more specifically,
genetic programming. The evolution produces improvements in both the algorithm selection, and
parameter tuning, checking a vast amount of variants, which leads to a very complete analysis of the
interactions of all the components involved. Even though the initial versions did not support incom-
plete data, i.e., datasets with missing data (MD), more actual releases do. However, the way TPOT
deals with MD is by applying a simple imputation method (IM) at the start of the algorithm, then per-
forming its regular pre-precessing and classification/regression routines. This approach completely
excludes imputation from the evolution, and, as it has been shown in several works, the interactions
between IMs and supervised classification algorithms can be strong, and should be taken into ac-
count for achieving higher classification accuracies in some cases [7, 12]. This is the reason why, in
a previous work, we have proposed a method for introducing IMs as additional components of the
pipelines evolved by TPOT [8]. However, our previous proposal exhibited one important limitation;
it produced a large amount of infeasible pipelines, and therefore its results were probably too biased
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towards the initial random generation of pipelines. This behavior produced that the evolutionary
effort of the software was barely exploited.
This paper is a continuation of [8]. The contribution described here is the introduction of a more
sophisticated approach. However, the context of applications and much of the relevant work is
similar to that presented in [8]. Therefore, we recommend reading [8] in order to understand the
software taken as a baseline for this contribution, the details of the enhancement, and the conclusions
drawn from the experimentation. From now on, this work assumes previous knowledge on all those
topics.
In our previous proposal, the IMs were added as simple preprocessing units (such as those already
available in TPOT, e.g., PCA, Feature extraction, ...). This resulted in populations with high amount
of invalid individuals, as only pipelines that contained an IM in the initial position could be success-
fully evaluated. Even though the search space kept being the same, the capacity of the algorithm
of searching locations far from those in which the valid initial individuals were found was lim-
ited. Therefore, the population rapidly converged to the (reduced) set of valid pipelines randomly
generated in the initial population.
Our proposal in this paper is to define the IMs as a special kind of operator within the search space of
the GP algorithm. This is performed via the introduction of a conceptual constraint in the algorithm.
The restriction forces all the solutions to contain a single IM, and it can only be placed at the very
beginning of the pipeline. This way, only pipelines that firstly solve the data incompleteness issue
can be generated, and therefore the subsequent processes get imputed data as input, which they can
handle. Additionally, we avoid introducing an imputer anywhere else in the pipeline, which would
produce a sterile process, since the data has already been imputed in the first phase.
Furthermore, the same idea implemented in this paper could be extended to introduce different types
of ML operators to pipelines, considering restrictions similar to the ones regarded in this work.
2 Background
2.1 Machine learning pipelines and automated machine learning
Data usually needs to be preprocessed before it can be used to build a ML model (i.e., a supervised
classifier). Generally, these ML procedures can be organized and applied to the data in a sequential
order, which suggests an obvious structure, the Pipeline. A pipeline is essentially a sequence of ma-
chine learning processes (usually various preprocessors, followed by a classification or a regression
method) that are orderly applied to a piece of data, to produce a final model, ideally created from an
optimal form of that data. Sklearn [19], a popular ML software implemented in Python, has its own
representation of pipelines, with a homonym class. An example of an object of this class follows:
P i p e l i n e ( s t e p s = [ ( ( ‘ f a s t i c a ’ , FastICA ( a l g o r i t h m = ‘ p a r a l l e l ’ ,
fun = ‘ logcosh ’ , f u n a r g s =None , m a x i t e r =200 ,
n component s =None , r a n d o m s t a t e =None , t o l = 1 . 0 ,
w i n i t =None , w h i t en =True ) ) , ( ‘ k n e i g h b o r s c l a s s i f i e r ’ ,
K N e i g h b o r s C l a s s i f i e r ( a l g o r i t h m = ‘ au to ’ , l e a f s i z e =30 ,
m e t r i c = ‘ minkowski ’ , m e t r i c p a r a m s =None , n j o b s =1 ,
n n e i g h b o r s =45 , p =1 , w e i g h t s = ‘ d i s t a n c e ’ ) ) ] )
We can see how a piece of data processed by this pipeline would first be treated by the FastICA
preprocessing method, before being used by a 45-nearest-neighbor classifier algorithm.
The approach used in this paper searches the space of pipelines that can solve a given ML problem
using GP.
2.2 Grammar Guided Genetic Programming
GP was introduced in the early 90’s by Koza [10] as a paradigm of automatically “creating” comput-
ing solutions for any class of problems. Instead of having a human-developed program, this concept
proposes to seek for a solution in a search space where all possible programs can be found. This
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Figure 1: TPOT Workflow
idea implements an evolutionary algorithm [21] to perform such exploration, considering evalu-
able programs as individuals (shaped as trees), and contemplating typical genetic operators such
as crossover and mutation. GP has proven to be a good alternative to human knowledge when it
comes to the automatic generation of programs, as it has sometimes produced programs as good as
human-made versions, or has even improved classical program developments and implementation
processes [9, 1, 11].
One useful specification of the generic GP paradigm is the introduction of a grammar that each
individual in all generations must adhere to, which is known as Grammar Guided GP (GGGP). This
feature was already (implicitly) present in Koza’s first book [13].
The grammar characteristic forces all the individuals to have a certain shape, which can be very
convenient in some contexts. GGGP works by defining classes, and assigning certain input and
output parameters to all operators, so that only an operator with a certain class x as an output can be
placed as a child node (in the tree structure) of another operator with that same x class as an input.
A very detailed description of this solution, accompanied by graphical representations can be found
in [13].
In addition to the benefit of shaping the individuals as pleased, this technique has also another
profitable characteristic; the search space shrinking. Due to the fact that some combinations of
operators are not accepted by the grammar, the amount of valid and, therefore, susceptible of being
generated individuals decreases, resulting in a more efficient search.
A straightforward way of implementing these grammars is by using strongly typed GP [14].
2.3 TPOT, a platform for automatic parameter selection
TPOT (Tree-based Pipeline Optimization) [18] exploits GP to evolve machine learning pipelines for
regression and classification problems. The program implements a bi-objective GP algorithm [2, 4]
where pipelines of the popular sklearn library are evolved.
TPOT selects a subset of the ML algorithms available in sklearn, and defines them as GP primitives.
Primitives are organized in a tree structure to form individuals. These trees are the structures evolved
aiming to obtain the optimal combination of processes.
The component running TPOT is the DEAP (Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python) library
[6]. This package provides TPOT the necessary methods to implement genetic programming over
the sklearn-based pipelines. DEAP is basically a framework that simplifies the task of creating fast
evolutionary prototypes, which perfectly suits TPOT. The contribution of DEAP on this specific task
of serving TPOT is explained in the following paragraphs.
Figure 1 shows the components underlying imputation-enhanced TPOT. Note that, in this work, we
are focused in the supervised classification problem, but TPOT also implements regression methods.
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Though the whole work only references to the classification algorithms are made, but the imputation
introduction is equally valid for regressors.
As it can be seen, all the components are fed to the GP module, which searches for an optimal
pipeline to treat the data externally provided. The algorithm initialization phase consists of the
creation of a population, which are a set of randomly generated-tree shaped sklearn pipelines. Each
one of these pipelines are treated as individuals along the GP process. The individuals are evaluated
regarding the accuracy they were able to obtain via balanced 3-fold cross-validation, and the amount
of processes they encompass. This means that GP addresses a bi-objective optimization problem and
solves this it by finding a Pareto front approximation. During the search, the top trees are selected
to form the next generation, and new solutions are created using crossover and mutation operations.
A hall of fame is also updated with the trees in the current Pareto set. Once the new generation is
created, the whole process is repeated, until an iteration limit criterion is reached.
The multi-objective implementation of TPOT responds to the necessary length constraint set to the
pipelines. Without this restriction, the software could lead to the production of pipelines composed
by a very long chain of preprocessors. This would result in some pipelines failing to pass the time
limit for an individual evaluation, therefore discarding potentially good solutions.
However, this characteristic has a drawback. The final result is not a single individual, as a single-
objective algorithm would produce, but a list of non-dominated individuals. Therefore, a final se-
lection from the hall of fame needs to be done. For this task, the individual with the best accuracy is
selected, thus ignoring the simplicity objective this last time.
TPOT has already been compared to various common selections of novice sklearn users [5, 17, 18].
TPOT regularly obtains results as good as other simpler search choices and hardly ever gets beaten.
2.4 Grammar in TPOT
The grammar TPOT uses in its current version consists on assigning specific input and output classes
to the primitives (or sklearn operators). In this manner, some certain primitives will only be followed
(or preceded) by some other certain primitives.
Currently, the grammar used in the design of TPOT only considers two types of primitives; data pre-
processing procedures (feature transformation and selection), and classifiers. The set the primitives
belong to are determined by the type of a specific parameter they take as input, and the type of the
result they produce. Leaving the parameters specific for each function (i.e., the number of neighbors
for k-NN, or the kernel for a SVM) aside, the data preprocessors take as input a ndarray (from
the Python numpy library) parameter, the data we are willing to use to create a classifier. These
operators produce another ndarray, which contains the transformed version of the data. Classifiers
exclusively accept an ndarray as their input (again, function-specific parameters aside), but this
kind of algorithms can produce a different class, created specifically for TPOT, Output array.
This system allows the creation of a grammar to structure solutions, but it does not affect their
functionality. For example, the Output array does not define nor contain any kind of new data
structure, it is only used to differentiate the classifiers from the preprocessors and contains a regular
ndarray with the predictions made by the pipeline. The class utilized in the grammar, ndarray, is a
natural selection, since the pipeline actually collects a ndarray, and the transformations also produce
this same class.
Additionally, the overall individual is required to produce an Output array, therefore, only the
primitives producing Output arrays as result (only the classifiers) are allowed to be placed in
the last step of the pipeline.
Note that, since the preprocessors both take and produce ndarrays, they can be stacked one after
the other. Also, TPOT implements a stacking estimator method, and therefore classifiers can also
produce ndarrays, and thus be placed as preprocessors.
In Figure 2 a simple graphical representation of the grammar can be found. In the figure we can
see how only classifiers can produce the output required by TPOT, while preprocessors could be
stacked one behind another endlessly. The length of a sequence of stacked preprocessors is however
restricted also by the secondary pipeline shortness objective in TPOT. Note that classifiers can also
be part of the preprocessor section, but, in this figure, they have been omitted for simplicity.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the grammar used in TPOT. In this figure, the ndarray python
class in numpy is represented by one spike, while the Output array class created by the authors of
TPOT is represented with two spikes.
Original TPOT grammar
CLAS→ sc PREP sc args
PREP→ prep PREP prep args | mat
Table 1: Deductible grammar in the original TPOT. The lower case symbols denote terminals, while
the words in capitals represent grammar components. sc refers to a classification algorithm from
those available in TPOT. sc args contains the necessary parameters for the previous classification
algorithm. prep represents a preprocessing algorithm of those present in TPOT, while prep args
stand for its adequate parameters. Finally, mat is equivalent to the DB matrix being used to create
the model. The maximum depth of the tree is fixed in the initial generation, to avoid infinite loops.
Additionally, Table 1 shows a high level abstraction interpretation of the grammar ruling TPOT.
Introducing and exploiting a grammar is a very effective way of forcing the evolutionary algorithm to
create pipelines of the desired shape (either via generation, crossover, or mutation), and also enables
a developer to add another type of operator, or change the order these operators can be arranged.
3 Related Work
Some works that take advantage of the strongly typed GP to introduce a grammar to a GP problem
have been developed, and the following paragraphs cover two interesting examples.
Shan et al. [20] used a grammatically constrained GP method to generate a classifier. The classi-
fier was tested in a DB which contained records describing diverse software projects, with multiple
relevant features, such as, the size of the team working on it, amount of defects, or hours of work
invested, among others. The goal was to, given certain characteristics, predict the optimal values for
other variables, as, for example, the language it should be implemented in. The approach was tested
against linear and log-log regressions, on five separate runs. Five different measurements were used
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Original TPOT grammar (with IMs added to operators set)
CLAS→ sc PREP sc args
PREP→ prep PREP prep args | imp PREP imp args | mat
Table 2: Deductible grammar in the original TPOT. The lower case symbols denote terminals, while
the words in capitals represent grammar components. sc refers to a classification algorithm from
those available in TPOT. sc args contain the necessary parameters for the previous classification al-
gorithm. prep represents a preprocessing algorithm of those present in TPOT, while prep args stand
for its adequate parameters. Analogously, imp represents an IM, and imp args are its parameters.
Finally, mat is equivalent to the DB matrix being used to create the model. The maximum depth of
the tree is fixed in the initial generation, to avoid infinite loops
to compare performances. The GP approach obtained the best results by a long margin consid-
ering one of the measures (MSE, the one being minimized by the learners), while the differences
considering the other four metrics showed no determinant differences.
A similar work-flow was proposed by Ngan et al. in [15]. The authors proposed a grammar driven
GP approach to induce rules from data and applied it to two real medical databases. One of the
datasets produced rules that went against the common knowledge and what could be expected, which
made the authors conclude that the approach is valid to uncover latent relations between variables.
Note that these approaches use GGGP to evolve learners. The approach described in this paper
exploits GGGP to develop a metalearner.
4 Introducing imputation methods in TPOT: penalty-based approach
4.1 Previous approach
A first attempt to introduce IMs to TPOT was performed in [8]. This attempt was simple and
straightforward, and the results it produced were considerably biased towards the initial generation.
The key characteristics of the approach compared to the regular TPOT are listed below:
• IMs were introduced into TPOT as regular preprocessors.
• Pipelines without or with non-imputing preprocessors could be generated, being therefore
invalid.
• High chance of generating invalid pipelines, due to the large set of preprocessors.
The last characteristic caused that the invalid pipelines were assigned a negative fitness function,
therefore not being selectable for the creation of the subsequent generation. Consequently, the final
result was very biased towards the valid pipelines randomly constructed in the first generation, as
results rapidly converged after few generations.
The deductible grammar from this approach is similar to the one in the previous section, and can be
found in Table 2.
4.2 Changing the TPOT grammar
In case we would like to define a new type of operator in the sklearn pipeline, or we would like
to give a subset of processes a special condition, modifying the grammar would possibly be the
most effective way to achieve the goal. This scenario can be faced because of multiple reasons.
For example, if we want to significantly reduce the elapsed time while running the processes in a
pipeline, forcing the structure to contain a variable selector, which reduces the cardinality of the set
of features, would probably reduce the time consumed by the classifying algorithms. Also, if we
had a database with various features with diverse scalings, we may want to force a preprocessing
method that normalizes the features in order to avoid giving more weight to large scale variables
rather than smaller ones in classifiers as k-NN.
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Modified TPOT grammar
CLAS→ sc PREP sc args
PREP→ prep PREP prep args | IMP
IMP→ imp mat imp args
Table 3: Deductible grammar in the original TPOT. The quoted symbols denote terminals. The
meaning of the parameters are as described in Tables 1 and 2.
In such cases in which we need to force some primitives into our structure, the most sophisticated
manner to reach this goal is to declare a new class that is key in the structure, and grant this key to
the processes we are interested in.
5 Introducing imputation methods in TPOT
To prove the effectiveness of the GGGP method presented in this paper, we have applied it to the
specific case of imputation. In the version this work is based on (v0.8.31), TPOT’s regular way of
dealing with missing data is by imputing data in an initial step (using median imputation), isolated
from the GP procedure, then running TPOT normally. However, this strategy does not contemplate
interactions between IMs, preprocessors and classification algorithms. For that reason, in order to
incorporate imputation to the pipelines evolved by TPOT in a more sensible and efficient way, our
new approach introduces a modification to the data structures and algorithm used by the software.
The main characteristics of this new approach follow:
• Modification of the abstract grammar ruling TPOT using a new class. Introduction of new
element, imputer.
– Introduction of a new class into the strongly typed GP, imputed matrix.
• All individuals in all populations are forced to be valid.
• Similar behavior to regular TPOT, but with different IMs included in the pipeline search
space.
• Force an imputer in the pipeline (while being created in the first generation) in case that
only one more operator can be introduced before reaching the length limit.
The main goal of the introduction of the abstract structure is to force all pipelines to be valid. This
requires an imputer in the first position, followed by any combination that could be produced by the
regular TPOT. To fulfill this task, the first step was to create a new class, imputed matrix. Then,
we made the production of this class exclusive to the imputing preprocessors. Finally, we set the
input parameter of the rest of the operators in the search space to imputed matrix. This way, all the
processes present in the original TPOT could only take as input what only the imputers produce as
output, therefore making the latter indispensable. As before, this can also be graphically interpreted,
as in Figure 3.
Additionally, we had to give TPOT a little reminder when generating new aleatory pipelines. The
length of the pipelines is randomly chosen before beginning to construct them, and this random
number is chosen from a certain range. Even though the grammar has been fixed, the pipeline
generator could produce a pipeline that does not fit the grammar, since it could place non-imputing
preprocessors until the depth limit is reached, therefore producing an invalid structure.
The interpretable grammar resulting from the introduction of these new elements can be found in
Table 3.
6 Comparative experiments
To test the validity of our approach, we have designed a set of experiments that compare the first
approach we presented [8], and the new technique proposed in this work.
1https://github.com/rhiever/tpot/tree/995f8ccadbf395819b0b10223f7e7db2f0e812e3/tpot
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the grammar used in the enhanced TPOT. As in the previous
Figure 2, the ndarray class in numpy is represented by one spike, while the Output array class
created by the authors of TPOT is represented with two spikes. In this case, the imputed matrix has
been added, and represented by three spikes. We can see how the IMs are indispensable to match
the overall shape of the structure.
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The first component of the experiments is the selection of the DB benchmark. We have selected
a subset of 9 DBs of those available in [16]. For the selection of the datasets we have taken into
consideration different aspects, such as how difficult is for TPOT to find a good solution, or the
amount of observations and features.
Table 4 contains a quantitative description of the selected DBs. The first three columns show the
amount of variables of each type present in each dataset. The next two columns describe the total
size of the data. The following one shows the index by which the DBs are identified from now on in
this work. Finally, the last two columns describe the classes of the observations in each DB. The first
of them (n) contains the number of classes, while the last one (Hn) shows the normalized entropy,
computed as:
Hn(p) = −
∑
i
pi·logb(pi)
logb(n)
,
where pi denotes the probability of class i, b represents the logarithm base (e in this case). Hn
results in a number between 0 and 1, and represents how balanced the data is. A value near 1 is
to be interpreted as a large uncertainty surrounding the class, while a value near 0 means that it is
much more likely to find observations of a certain class rather than the others. Since this benchmark
contains a multi-class DB, this coefficient is normalized by the amount of classes present.
Database Disc. Bin. Cont. N.Feats. N.Cases Ind. n Hn
AIDS 2 0 2 4 50 1 2 1
Asbestos 1 1 1 3 83 2 2 0.99
Bankruptcy 1 0 5 6 50 3 2 1
Boxing1 2 1 0 3 120 4 2 0.93
Boxing2 2 1 0 3 132 5 2 1
Cyyoung8092 1 2 7 10 97 6 2 0.81
Fraud 1 10 0 11 42 7 2 0.89
Australian 4 4 6 14 690 8 2 0.99
Auto 13 3 9 25 202 9 5 0.95
Table 4: Numerical description of the DBs present in the benchmark.
The values in the Hn column indicate that Adult, Cyyoung8092, and Fraud datasets are the only
considerably unbalanced DBs.
To introduce MD in the DBs, we can find three or four different mechanisms in the literature, de-
pending on the referred work [3, 7, 12]. One of the most common selection for the MD introduction
algorithm is the missing completely at random (MCAR) configuration [3, 12], which assumes that
there exist no interactions between the missing values, or the missing values and the present ones.
Additionally, we have arbitrarily chosen to introduce 30% of MD in each DB. Even though it is
very common to find this amount (or even higher) of MD in experimental sections, this is a fairly
elevated percentage. It was chosen aiming to give a more challenging task to TPOT, with the goal
of obtaining more contrast between solutions in terms of accuracy, as robustness to high MD is also
an important feature to be boosted.
The algorithm used for introducing MCAR MD type is the one described in [7], and Algorithm 1.
The sequence of the process composing the experiment consisted on selecting each of the databases,
and introducing MD in them as described in Algorithm 1. Then, each incomplete DB is subjected
to the imputation-enhanced TPOT process. The parameters selected for the TPOT runs were the
default ones (100 generations, and 0.9 and 0.1 for the crossover and mutation rates, respectively,
and accuracy and 3-fold cross-validation for evaluation of the models developed), except for the
population size, which is changed from 100 to 400. Due to the stochastic nature of the process (both
in the initial generation and the subsequent generational derivations). This process was run 30 times
in each DB, to minimize the effect of the randomness component.
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Input:
data: Database
mdp: MD percentage
Output: Database with mdp% generated MD
begin
x = numObservations(data)
y = numVariables(data)
for i ∈ [0, x · y · mdp//100] do
data[random([0,x]), random([0,y])] = “NaN”
end
return (data)
end
Algorithm 1: MCAR generating algorithm.
6.1 Experiment results
From these 30 runs, the best pipeline found up until each moment is recorded. Figure 4 shows the
average values obtained by all 30 executions, discriminated by the DB it was generated from and
whether the TPOT being run had the enhanced grammatic. The y axis shows the mean accuracy,
while the x shows the number of pipelines evaluated in each run.
Since the population size was 400, and 100 generations were run, it would have been expected to
obtain a total of 40, 000 pipelines. However, TPOT, for runtime optimization, stores all the pipelines
that have been evaluated, which prevents from evaluating the same pipeline twice, therefore reducing
the time elapsed during the execution. For this reason, 40, 000 only stands as a upper bound of the
evaluable pipelines during one run. The number of pipelines evaluated varies from one execution
to another. We have decided to show the results until 20, 000 evaluations, a point by which the
algorithm has almost converged, and close to the total number of evaluations, in most runs.
As it was to be expected, the results for each DB differ, as each DB has its own level of difficulty
in terms of the accuracy that models built from each dataset can reach when performing a cross-
validation evaluation. However a common pattern can be found in all of them. Due to the high
probability of the old-grammar-equipped TPOT of generating invalid pipelines from scratch (for the
first generation), the lines in Figure 4 generated from this version of the software starts in a lower
range than the one with the improved grammatic.
During the rest of the run, even though the evolution line follows a similar shape, it is the improved
TPOT which consistently had better results. However, due to the high number of invalid pipelines
that the previous enhanced TPOT does not evaluate (and therefore, virtually no time was invested in
evaluating them), the runtime of that version was considerably lower.
7 Conclusions and future work
In this work a new approach to incorporate imputation methods to TPOT has been proposed. This
approach exploits the grammar that is implicitly used by the strongly typed GP implemented in
TPOT. The modified grammar results in an enhanced TPOT with a very similar methodology when
it comes to the solution generation, but with various ways of dealing with incomplete data, at cost
of a relatively small search space increase.
We have compared our approach to the proposal of IM addition to TPOT made in [8]. We have used
9 databases, and a 30 % of missingness, introduced following a MCAR pattern. The results show
that the evolution of pipelines is slightly better in the TPOT with the newly introduced grammatic
compared to the approach presented in [8]. The introduced method has an undesired side effect in
the increase in the runtime of TPOT due to the increased number of pipelines to be evaluated.
As future work, this approach leaves a door open to the introduction of new types of operators into
TPOT. Following our methodology, investing little effort, new substructures of the existing elements
could be forced into the sklearn pipelines, and new processes could be added, similarly to the way
we have implemented the inclusion of imputation methods. One way to exploit this feature could
involve an automated change of pipeline shape. As an example, when fitting the model, we could
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Figure 4: Evolution of the best pipeline found after each pipeline evaluation. To generate these
curves, all the evaluations were separated by the DB they were generated from, and then averaged.
’y’ axis shows the accuracy reached at each point, while ’x’ axis shows how many pipelines have
been evaluated. The best pipeline recorded was updated after each evaluation.
detect that the provided data is too large to be processed on its current state, and therefore needs to
be processed by a dimensionality reduction process.
We find another example when we face large-scale data. It is known that the support vector machine
implementations in sklearn tends to take large amount of time to create a model from such data. To
solve this problem, we could distinguish between two types of classifiers, the ones that can treat raw
data and those which cannot, and force feature scalers in structures involving the latter.
These are two problem examples a data scientist can face, and could eventually be automated if the
grammars are correctly programmed.
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